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Torah Tots made a healthy salad for Shabbos!
We will be making every attempt to have the children spend
recess OUTDOORS! Therefore, all students should come
with proper winter gear including boots, coats, gloves,
scarves, snow pants, etc. as age appropriate….
Important Dates
Friday, Jan. 8: Regular Dismissal at 1:30 pm
K-4 Enrichment Dismissal at 2:15 pm
Sunday, Jan. 10: Boys’ 4-8 Sunday program 8:15-11:45 am
**Chumash Play rescheduled for February 14
Thank you
Watch your emails for schedule updates!!

for supporting
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A Torah Thought from Rabbi Idstein

Everyone can agree that we live in a world that is
far from utopian. Even on a more granular level, we see
much work needed right at home, in our communities.
With so much to do, where do we even begin? Let us take
a look at the life of the greatest of saviors—Moshe. As
HaShem’s agent, he rescued an entire nation from slavery
and oppression, split the mighty sea, and provided for them
in a hostile desert environment for forty years. How did he
begin his “career?”
When Moshe first ventures forth from the palace of
Paroh, where he was raised, he encounters an Egyptian
guard mercilessly beating a fellow Jew. Coming to the
defense of the innocent victim, Moshe slays the guard and
hides his body in the sand. The next day, Moshe witnesses
two Jews quarreling with one another. As one of them
lifts his hand to strike his antagonist, Moshe intercedes
and admonishes him. In response, the chastised Jew asks
Moshe sarcastically if he intends to kill him, just as he had
killed the Egyptian guard. Fearing that the incident with the
guard would become known and come to Paroh’s attention,
Moshe flees to sanctuary in the country of Midyon.
There he chances at a scene at a well, where seven girls
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are shepherding the family’s flock. The local shepherds
persecute the girls and drive them away from the well,
precluding them from watering their thirsty flock. Seeing
this injustice, Moshe steps forward and defends the girls
against the aggressors. He then goes on to personally water
the sheep.
Remarkably, all three stories above are narrated in the
first seven verses of our being introduced to Moshe! In all
these instances, we see Moshe bravely and courageously
taking up the cause of the oppressed—a stranger—at great
risk to his own safety. Indeed, the Sforno tells us that the
meaning of the name Moshe, given to him by the daughter
of Paroh, foreshadowed a life’s mission of saving and
rescuing others.
Perhaps the lesson learned from Moshe is that the real
secret to saving the world is to be concerned with the plight
of the individual in one’s own vicinity, whether friend or
stranger, and be ready to come to his aid even at one’s
own peril. When we act with care and compassion to those
around us, and interest ourselves in their welfare, the world
will truly be a better place!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!

Rabbi Pinchus Idstein, Menahel

Paper, Pencils, & MASKS? Face masks are the newest school supply!

Please make sure your child comes to school every day with a comfortable face
mask. We give out a ton of masks every day! We don’t mind giving out replacement
masks as needed during the day, but parents have the basic responsibility of sending
their children to school each day with a face mask.

Mr. Cleary’s Corner

I was shopping for frames for some puzzles I have
recently finished, and I came across a sign that really spoke
to me. It says:
When you walk through the
Classroom Doors
You are kind
You are a leader
You are a friend
You are teachable
You are a hard worker
You are loved
I have read this so many times, and it can take on so
many different meanings. Is this for a classroom teacher
to hang in their class? Yes. I want our students to be all of
these things. Is this for a principal to hang on his wall? Yes.
I want our teachers to be all of these things. I also want
me to be all of these things each time I walk through the
classroom doors!
You are kind: When I walk through the classroom
doors at Torah Academy, I experience different feelings and
reactions depending upon the class. I hope the students and
teachers see me as kind. Have I had to discipline students or
demand more from teachers? Of course I have, but I hope
they still see me as kind.

You are a leader: For me, being a leader when I walk
through classroom doors takes on a completely different
meaning than being a leader of the school. When I walk
into a classroom, I want to support a teacher, whether that’s
student learning or student behavior. My goal is to know
what students are learning and see that each teacher feels
confident in how they are reaching each student.
You are a friend: There are many definitions of what it
means to be a friend. “A person who is on the same side.”
When I walk through a classroom door, I strive to be on the
same side as both the teacher and the students.
You are teachable: I learn something each day I walk
through a classroom door. The day I am not teachable is the
day I need to be done with this profession. I am constantly
reading about curriculum, interventions, and instruction. I
love to gain insights and perspectives from both students
and teachers in a classroom.
You are a hard worker: When I walk through the
classroom doors, my mind goes to all the work that can be
done to help a teacher or help a student. I sometimes get a
little overwhelmed, but I really like that I’m rarely bored
when I walk into a class!
You are loved: One of my favorite parts of this job
is walking into a class and feeling loved and appreciated.
What a joy for me!

Mr. Matthew Cleary, General Sudies Principal
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Mazel Tov to Mr. and Mrs. Avrohom
Akiva and Talya Prero on the birth of a baby
girl. Mazel Tov to grandparents Rabbi and
Mrs. Yerucham and Tzippy Prero and Mr. and
Mrs. Jeffrey Waldman and great-grandparents
Mrs. Susan Prero and Rabbi and Mrs. David
and Marcia Eisenbach.
Mazel Tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Yaakov and Sari
Waxman on the bar mitzvah of their grandson.
Mazel Tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Aryeh and Adina
Cohen on the engagement of their son Yossi to Fraidy
Travitsky of Bensalem PA. May the wedding take
place b’shaah tovah u’mutzlachas.

Mazel Tov to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley and
Tova Greenblum on the birth of a baby boy.
May the bris take place b’ito u’vizmano.
Mazel Tov to grandparents Rabbi and Mrs.
Yosef and Renee Heisler.
Mazel Tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Avi and
Debra Yardley on the bar mitzvah of their
son Yair. May they see much nachas from all their
children.
Mazel Tov to Mr. and Mrs. Asher and Shira Prero
on their wedding. May they be zocheh to build a bayis
ne’eman b’Yisroel.

We apologize if we inadvertently omitted your simcha or gotten the details wrong!
To share news with the editor please call 952-285-8603 or email office@torahacademymn.org

The day of learning on Friday was
in memory of Mr. Label Kutoff a”h

    

Save the Date!

Torah Academy’s virtual celebration is scheduled for

February 23, 2021.

Summer is coming!

Camp Ruach and Minneapolis Jewish Federation camp applications are now
available. The scholarships are only for children who are at least five years old
and going into Kindergarten.
For more information email Mrs. Ebstein at shaynab@torahacademymn.org

Rosh Chodesh Shevat is
Thursday, January 14.
You can sponsor Rosh Chodesh
treats for the month of Shevat
in honor of a simcha or
in memory of a loved one for a
sponsorship fee of $36.
Contact the school office at
office@torahacademymn.org

Limited Time!

40% OFF
LANDS’ END
SCHOOL UNIFORM STYLES
You can get 40% OFF
January 8-15, 2021!

CODE: RENEW
PIN: 7319
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Classroom Close-Up!

7G Judaic Studies ~ Mrs. Engelson
7th Grade Girls - Where every student is a champion!
We spend time each morning “working out”! We cherish every part of our team time together.
During that time, we daven, practice kriah, learn Chumash, Parsha, and/or Dikduk. Through the
efforts, good work, and participation of a student, she feels like a champion. Through the
fascinating lessons about gedolim and leaders like epiax dyn and the Avos, we all feel like
champions. Watching a group of girls blossom into a thoughtful, maturing group of young ladies
makes their coach really proud!
Chumash: As we learn Parshiyos Shelach, Korach, and Chukas, we decode pesukim, ask
provoking questions, give thoughtful answers, dicuss important concepts, and pair and share with
a classmate. “7up use their kup” in more than one way while they review the many rashis that
we learn orally (and enjoy a delicious drink).
Kriah: With practice from the dnirp d`ixw, it is our hope to see huge strides in fluency and
accuracy.
Parsha: We focus on certain topics of the weekly parsha. We look inside the pesukim to
understand what’s happening with clarity and pull out lessons for life.
Dikduk: The seventh graders are outstanding authors. They have written a few books in Hebrew
for young children to be able to put their knowledge of Ivrit and dikduk to use. Their creativity
and artistic abilities are very enjoyable.
Tefilah: Before we begin to daven, a fascinating fact is shared to help us understand before
whom we’re about to stand. Hearing the amazing strength, kindness, and wisdom that Hashem
has put into creation gives us a bit more of an understanding before whom we’re about to daven
(and maybe even something worthwhile to daydream about).

Classroom Close-Up!
4B Judaic Studies ~ Rabbi Waxman
Welcome to our 4th grade boys class! Our class is full of learning, as  tell us,  
, and the Rebbe learns the most from his students. And in this 4B class, we have many junior
up and coming  . When they catch the smallest question or mistake—they don’t hesitate to
ask or share.
We begin each day with davening and  . We learn   and an understanding of
 ,  , and  .
The class utilizes the full 30 minutes of davening with enthusiasm and singing. We continue with
a review of the nightly homework. We have a system of  and each pair of boys studies and
reviews over the phone, the  and  we learned, as well as completing a worksheet together.
As we move forward into our major subject of study, ,  , we focus on and reinforce our
reading skills as well. We first read the  with an emphasis on the new verbs that we find. As we
continue further into Sefer Bereishis, we’re finding fewer and fewer new ! We also highlight the
continued on page 5
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Classroom Close-Up! (continued)
4B Judaic Studies ~ Rabbi Waxman
pivotal prefixes and suffixes of most of the words. Being that the ideas are familiar from the stories in
the , it makes deciphering the  that much easier for the class. We invest a significant amount of
time daily learning new s. Each student has the opportunity to read each  out loud, individually.
We continue our day with ; our entire class is involved in a discussion about each . We
elaborate on various points that the  and commentaries teach, and it’s amazing to hear the smart
comments and wise observations the class will come up with on their own. They are truly budding
 !
We round off the day with learning the , focusing on  and select class  . The boys
get to practice and hone their thinking and speaking skills, as they become adept at explaining a 4–5
step  .
I am very fortunate to teach such a cohesive and fine group of inspiring students. Keep up the great
work!

Our Torah Tots 3 year olds went to our very own in-house “Kosher Spot!” This was part of
their unit on shopping for Shabbos and each child had a shopping list from home. They were
able to go find their item, pay at the pink cash register, and bring their purchases home!
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MOTZEI SHABBOS CLUBS!
With the 8th grade girls!

AGES: 3RD, 4TH, 5TH & 6TH Grade Girls!
COST: 1 WEEK $5, 2 WEEKS $8
WHEN & WHERE: MOTZEI SHABBOS
January 9 & January 16 at
TORAH ACADEMY
TIME: Starts same time as Avos
U’banim and ends a half hour
after Avos U’banim

Glow-in-the- Dark Sledding!
Bring your Snow Gear!
Can’t Wait to See You!
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Zoom Classes must be pre-authorized!

Zoom classes are offered for COVID-related absences ONLY!
All Zoom sessions must be authorized by Rabbi Idstein or Mr. Cleary. If children are out of
school for ordinary reasons, Zoom classes are NOT available.
Let’s keep our guard up!
All questions, concerns, and informative emails regarding COVID-19 should be sent to
covid@torahacademymn.org instead of administrators or teachers. This allows us to best
maintain the privacy of your communication. This includes travel plans, information about
children missing school, concerns of possible exposure and anything else COVID-19 related.

Around Torah Academy
Torah Tot Two Year Olds
TT2 is “SNOW” much fun!!!! Winter has entered our
classroom and we are enjoying learning about it! This week
there were snowflakes everywhere in our room. We made
a “snowstorm” using our parachute as snowflakes flew all
over and we painted with a Q-tip to make a snowy picture!
The best part about winter in our classroom is that it is
warm and cozy! Have a great Shabbos.
Mrs. Basheva Weinberg, Mrs. Rotkin, & Mrs. Grant
Torah Tot Three Year Olds
This week was the cooking week of our Shabbos unit!
We learned about different cooking utensils and made our
own salads, challahs, and challah trays! We love Shabbos!
Mrs. Danelich, Mrs. Saad, Mrs. Siegel, Mrs. BenHannan, Mrs. Chodos, & Mrs. Weiss-Lynn
Kindergarten
Pickles, potato chips, bananas, pineapple… you
guessed! We learned all about ! Each child made an
individual corn salad, too! We watched a video about how a
potato changes into a potato chip… and stays a  food!
But we saw a peanut change into a different brocha!!
Mrs. C.R. Weinberg & Miss S. Borenstein
Kindergarten is progressing well in their reading skills!
Blending words, reading sentences, and now short stories! I
am so proud. We are still exploring musical instruments and
using them to learn about categorizing.
Ms. Kittleson
First Grade
This week was a beginning for many special things in
Kita Alef. A new sefer, Shemos! A new sefer, Hachanaah
Lachumash! A new letter, !
Wow! We can’t stop learning enough!
Mrs. Borenstein & Mrs. Goldberger
Second Grade
Mazel Tov to the many second graders who reached the
first goal of “Nechoshes”(copper) on our Keser Torah chart!
Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Y.E. Mandelbaum
This week the second graders read Tornado, a book
about a boy and his dog. They practiced reading and

spelling words with hard and soft c & g. In math they
worked on solving 2-step problems.
Mrs. Singer & Miss Salmela
Third Grade
Thank you Miss Paskoff for doing an amazing job!!
Thank you, third grade girls, for being the BEST you that
you can be.
Wishing you a wonderful Shabbos!
Mrs. Prero
A HUGE mazel tov to the third graders upon
completing parshas Chayei Sora! May the boys continue
to learn with enthusiasm and excitement! May they make
many more siyumim, and continue to only bring us nachas!
Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
This week, the third graders continued their work on
Accelerated Reader. We read two non-fiction articles from
Newsela and Readworks, and also had fun with a new
Reader’s Theater Script. We are continuing to practice our
multiplication tables in math.
Mrs. Halek
continued on page 8

4G at the Word of the Week
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Yehuda’s son Amnon was the first to do the mitzvah of
Yibum. What is this mitzvah? Ask a 4th grade girl!
Have a good Shabbos!
Mrs. Idstein
See our Classroom Close-Up!
Rabbi Waxman
This week in math we learned about prime versus
composite numbers. We also learned about multiples and
how to find common multiples. In science, we discussed
that a cell is the smallest building block of any living thing.
Have a wonderful Shabbos,
Mrs. Herron
This week, the girls in 4G identified the states and
capitals in the Northeast region.
They wrote wonderful short stories using their weekly
vocabulary, and we worked together to define vocabulary in
specific contexts. We were so busy learning, the week just
flew by….
Mrs. Karako
In 4B Math Class this week, students have done a
truly terrific job learning to work with fractions. We have
been learning about adding and subtracting fractions, how
to handle proper and improper fractions, learning about
mixed numbers, and even learning how to add & subtract
mixed numbers. We’re making great progress. Next we’ll
try to understand how to begin to multiply using fractions!
In Science, we’re looking now at how we can find
“evidence” of energy transfer in a wide variety of situations.
Mr. Usem
We finished touring the regions of the United States.
Students should spend some time every night locating the
states on a map. In Language Arts, the boys worked so hard
on their “My Name” paragraphs. One question to ask your
child is: May I hear your “My Name” paragraph?
Mrs. Hechtman
Fifth Grade
How did we connect the story of R’ Aharon Kotler and
R’ Moshe Feinstein to what we learned in Chumash?
In the theme of this month’s middah, we’ve been
showing responsibility in so many ways!
Have a great Shabbos!
Mrs. Lichtman
The boys are Boruch HaShem learning with a great
“G’shmak” ! We Boruch HaShem finished the sixth perek in
Bava Kama this week, more than half way through!!! Keep
up the great work!!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Rabbi Mandelbaum
All the girls were hard at work this week as we finished
the Sensory Paragraphs (and even shared some!), moved
on to our essays, and thought about our Candy Ads! We
also worked with fractions, heard all about the Lost Colony
of Roanoke in History, and found out some (seemingly)
obvious information in Newton’s First Law of Motion.
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Visiting Peru, two more ABC projects and The Great
Chocolate Chase rounded out the week. Have a wonderful
Shabbos.
Mrs. Gross
5B had an awesome week of learning. We started this
week by understanding and dissecting the first five of the
10 rights in the Bill of Rights. The classroom was full of
wonderful class discussions. In math, the boys learned how
to compare and order decimals as well as rounding decimals
to the nearest hundredths place. The 5B boys are always fun
to learn with.
Mrs. Karako
Sixth Grade
In Navi, the Plishtim get punished for taking the Aron.
Now they are deciding if they should give back the Aron
and how they should give it back.
Have a good Shabbos!
Mrs. Idstein
What an accomplishing week we had in 6G! We
really moved this week in our pasukim, nearing the end
of Perek Yud Tes. We learned all about what the scene of
Matan Torah looked like, about where HaShem was, and
how He was able to be in two places at once. The week in
Lamed Tes Melachos, we learned about bleaching and the
ramifications it has on wiping up spills. Our new parsha
booklets are smaller, but we are still plugging away!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Breningstall
A “Kav” by itself?
We can’t be too sure
Maybe we should
Compare to a “Bais Kur”
And the man with the ax
A date tree he did chop
Does he pay one of three,
Or will the price drop?
And in Marah, our ancestors
Received a treat,
When the branch was thrown in,
The water became sweet!
Moving to Eilim,
For each Shevet a spring,
And seventy date trees,
From HaShem our King!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Rabbi Lichtman
This week, students took their test on text structure
and characterization. This knowledge will help them when
they read longer novels and texts as well as write their own
creative stories. In Social Studies, we started learning about
Minnesota’s territorial period and when it became a state.
This information will help us transition to learning about
civics.
Miss Salmela
continued on page 9
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This week in 7th grade social studies, students learned
Seventh Grade
about the Trail of Tears. Students researched using books
See our Classroom Close-Up!
from the library and wrote an essay about it. Essays are due
Mrs. Engelson
next week.
What a great week we had! We took a test on Perek
Ms. Berg
Gimmel and started Perek Daled in Shmuel Beis. We started
MS Language Arts
learning the mitzvah of Kibud Av V’eim. Besides learning
Seventh graders showed their creative side while
from the Sefer Hachinuch, we are enjoying the book My
reading their short stories. Wow, do we have some fantastic
Father, My Mother, and Me. This book teaches us great
writers! One question to ask your 7th grader is: What
stories and insights about people who went above and
was the theme of your short story? Eighth graders began
beyond in Kibud Av V’eim. Why are we required to honor
working on their compare and contrast essays. They also
our parents? Ask a 7th grade girl!
spent time determining the meaning of a word by using text
Have a great Shabbos!!
evidence. One question to ask your 8th grader is: What is
Miss S. Borenstein
the topic of your essay?
Eighth Grade
Mrs. Hechtman
The 8th graders were hard workers this week! We
MS Mathematics
heard all about the reaction of HaShem to the meraglim,
In 7th Grade Math this week, the girls are exploring
the punishment they received, and how they reacted. Rashi
ratios, rates, and proportional reasoning. The boys this
taught us a fun fact about bees in relation to the Emorim,
week are moving on to working with “direct” proportions
which showed HaShem’s love even when He’s punishing
and applying them to scale drawings. In 8th Grade Math
us.
this week, the girls are completing their work on exponents
Have an amazing Shabbos!
are focusing on how order-of-operations rules apply
Miss Breningstall
with them when they are used in rational numbers. The
The eighth graders have completed the “hard”
boys are learning about mathematical expressions, and
Gemorah. We have spent time going through all of the
how to combine “like terms”, before applying them to an
Rashi’s, and the boys have done a phenomenal job. We
understanding of how they will help us solve algebraic
continued to the next Gemorah, where we learned a very
equations.
long beraisah. Keep up the good work!
Mr. Usem
Have a great Shabbos!
MS Science
Rabbi Friedler
This week in science we have been learning about
MS Geography & History
the Earth’s place in our solar system. We learned how
This week in 8th grade social studies, students finished
theories have evolved over time as to how our rotation and
and presented their research projects about Latin America.
revolution cause days, seasons, and years. It is amazing
Students researched the history, geography, and culture of
to slow down and think about everything that is going on
various countries in Latin America and gave presentations
around us, as we fly around the galaxy!
about them.
Mrs. Lang

Rabbi Idstein was
surprised with a Chanukah
gift from his rebbeim and
moros!

Devorah Leah
Crystal, second
grade fluency
practice

One of the many boys in
second grade who received
there certificate for learning
well.

Naomi Kupfer,
second grade
fluency practice
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Midda #1 Responsibility

•

Week #2 “Answer for your own actions. Don’t make excuses or blame others.”

Discussions for Week #2*

*It is understood that these discussions will vary from class to class depending on the student’s age and level of understanding.

•
How do people look at someone who always makes excuses compared to someone who takes
responsibilities for their actions?”
•
How do you feel when someone blames someone else instead of accepting the responsibility
after doing something to you?
•

Why is difficult not to make excuses?

•

What feelings do you have when you take responsibility for a mistake you made?

•

What feelings do you have when you don’t take responsibility for a mistake you made?

•

Why do people make excuses instead of accepting the responsibility for what they did?

•
What can a person say to show they are taking responsibility for their actions and are not making
excuses?
•
What inevitably happens when you make excuses? (Often it leads to lying to cover up what
really happened)

Classroom Discussions

3b: If someone always gives excuses we lose trust in them
3g: Feel mad if someone walks away. Annoyed, angry if someone doesn’t take the blame. Be
honest- better to have a friend and believe and trust then, have a friend who blames others.
4b: Responsibility is connected to maturity. As we mature, we accept our mistakes and tend to live
up to them and then we learn to avoid making mistakes. Even Moshe Rabinu admitted when he
forgot a halacha or didn’t know a Torah answer
6b: When we take responsibility for our actions, we think more before we act because we
realize that no one else is to blame for things we do.
* By taking responsibility for your actions, you build trust between yourself and others.
7g: when someone constantly makes excuses you lose patience with them and you’ll stop
believing them. someone who takes responsibility you admire and trust them.
continued on page 11
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Week #3 “Think before you act!”

Discussions for Week #3*

*It is understood that these discussions will vary from class to class depending on the student’s age and level of understanding.

•

Why do people, at times, act before they think?

•

What could be the consequences of acting before thinking?

•

How does “think before you act” connect with the Midda of “being responsible”?

•

Does maturity relate to “think before you act”? How?

•

Who in the Torah is condemned for not thinking before he/she acted?

•

Which is harder – to think before you act or to think before you react? Why?

Classroom Discussions

Whatever you can do on your own, do it- you will feel good about yourself and feel accomplished.
You will feel much better that you tried! If you stop relying on others, you will learn the skill on
your own.
1st: Our class began from a newborn baby all the way until 7 years old to see at each age what
we are able to do. We realized at 7 years old we are very independent. we are able to do things
in class and at home without parents and teachers reminding us. In class we continue to see how
certain students can follow this middah and take out their books and follow the class all on their
own without Morah’s reminders.
2B: People many times like to get things done if they think they feel it won’t get done. Really, if
they think it could get done more could.
3G : The older we get the more independent we have to be
5B: We rely on other people in order to be able to get things done as a team.
5G: Consequences of acting before you think:
People can feel left out
Things can get ruined
Can get into trouble
You’ll lose your trust
You might lose a friend
Positive results of thinking before you act:
You will stay safe
You will prevent accidents
Others will trust you
Things will stay neat and organized
6B:When we think before we act or speak, people respect us more and are more willing to accept
what we have to say. When we act without thinking, we are more likely to regret our actions later
on.
8g When you take responsibility, Hashem gives you the ability to do it and Siyata D’shmaya
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